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### NICE
National Institute for Health and Care Excellence

**Most recent guidance published:**

*Crohn's disease: management [NG129]*

---

### Other Guidance/Reports

*Performance measures for small-bowel endoscopy: a European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) Quality Improvement Initiative*

European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy

*NICE Bites – Crohn's disease*

Specialist Pharmacy Service

---

### Systematic Reviews and Research Protocols

*Treatment and prevention of pouchitis after ileal pouch-anal anastomosis for chronic ulcerative colitis*

---

### Systematic reviews from other sources

*Systematic review and case series: flexible sigmoidoscopy identifies most cases of checkpoint inhibitor-induced colitis.*

*Alimentary Pharmacology and Therapeutics*

*Cold snare endoscopic resection of nonpedunculated colorectal polyps larger than 10 mm: a systematic review and pooled-analysis*

*Gastrointestinal Endoscopy*
Primary Research

A selection of articles from a database search of EMBASE, Medline and CINAHL – request full text from the library, or more specific searches from the Clinical Librarian team.

Influence of video-based feedback on self-assessment accuracy of endoscopic skills: a randomized controlled trial
Endoscopy International Open

Demographics and Clinical and Endoscopic Characteristics of Patients with Helicobacter pylori Infection and Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease: A Case-Control Study
Gastroenterology Research and Practice

Removal of a retroperitoneal foreign body by laparoscopic surgery
Gynecology and Minimally Invasive Therapy

Testing active choice for screening practitioner’s gender in endoscopy among disinclined women: An online experiment
Journal of Medical Screening

Does prucalopride work in reducing the dose of sodium phosphate for bowel preparation- A single-blind, randomized and prospective study
Journal of Digestive Diseases

Successful removal of multiple magnetic foreign bodies in the digestive tract of children by gastrosopy: Two case reports
Medicine

Straight-to-test for the two-week-wait colorectal cancer pathway under the updated NICE guidelines reduces time to cancer diagnosis and treatment
Royal College of Surgeons

Immediate versus delayed removal of urinary catheter after laparoscopic hysterectomy: a randomised controlled trial
BJOG

Performance of a Deep Learning Model vs Human Reviewers in Grading Endoscopic Disease Severity of Patients With Ulcerative Colitis.
JAMA Network Open

Image-Guided Percutaneous Biopsy for Pancreatic Lesions: 10-Year Experience in a Tertiary Cancer Center
Canadian Association of Radiologists Journal

Safety of endoscopy in cancer patients with thrombocytopenia and neutropenia
Gastrointestinal Endoscopy

Optimal age for screening colonoscopy: a modeling study
Gastrointestinal Endoscopy

The pocket-creation method facilitates colonic endoscopic submucosal dissection (with video).
Gastrointestinal Endoscopy

Bowel preparation for inpatient colonoscopy: a quality evaluation
Gastrointestinal Nursing

Validation and Investigation of the Operating Characteristics of the Ulcerative Colitis Endoscopic Index of Severity
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BestBETs - BETs bring the evidence one step closer to the bedside, by providing answers to very specific clinical problems, using the best available evidence.

British National Formulary (BNF) and BNF for Children

British Society of Gastroenterology – guidelines and resources

NHS - Behind the Headlines – the latest newspaper headlines debunked.

The Royal Marsden Manual of Clinical Procedures – available via your Athens login
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